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Manual, quick-coupler systems were the
early choice for parks, fairways and athletic
fields. To irrigate these large areas with the
least number of heads, large, high-pressure
impact sprinklers were necessary. Unfortunately, the uniformity of the spray pattern
from these heads was comparatively poor.
Irrigating with these systems was also labor
intensive since each head must be snapped
into place to start irrigating and removed
to stop.
Early automatic controllers, developed to
reduce labor costs, were very limited in
scheduling flexibility. With so few stations
available on a clock controller, "there was
a tendency to put as many heads on each
lateral as possible," remarks Toro's Don
Fisher. As a result, shaded areas would often
receive the same amount of water as sunny areas. When the sunny areas were dry,
the shaded areas were still wet.
Control over water pressure was also poor.
Systems using city water can experience
great variations in pressure. As the pressure changes the distribution of water from
the sprinkler changes. "Water changes its
pattern depending upon the pressure," ex-

As the pressure
changes, the
distribution of water
from the sprinkler
head changes.
plains Bob Cloud of Associated Irrigation
Consultants
in Los Angeles, CA. "A
manufacturer usually specifies that a sprinkler head should work between a range of
pressures. It's not uncommon to have 25
pounds' difference in operating pressure
when using city water. When the pressure
exceeds the manufacturer's recommendation, the head will not come close to its
desired diamater because the water will
atomize and mist."
Many golf courses and parks use wells
as a source of irrigation water and pumps
to generate system pressure. The higher
the system pressure the harder these pumps
have to work. "Twenty-five years ago," says

Richard Choate of Weather-matic, "pumping
systems had to use a lot of energy to deliver
the pressure needed to operate the sprinklers common in those days. Pumps had
to produce enough pressure to overcome
friction losses in the pipes and valves in addition to the high pressures required by the
heads."
"There is a definite trend toward lower
pressure systems," observes Larry Keesen, president of Larry Keeson Irrigation Design & Consulting. "By using smaller heads
and reducing the spacing we can get better coverage at lower pressure. Basically,
what you get is a larger droplet that is less
prone to wind and misting. Better distribution results in better coverage."
Lower pressure systems save money
since energy costs for pumping are directly proportional to the pressure. "If you lower
the pressure 20 percent, you'll save 20 percent on your electric bill," says Fisher. "That
can be thousands of dollars a year."
There is a trade off, it takes a low pressure head longer than a higher pressure
head to apply a given amount of water.
"Sports turf managers only have a certain
amount of time to irrigate," says Brandon
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SAPE
POR ALL
RUNNING
TRACKS AND
RECREATIONAL
AREASI
We offer 5 styles of quality edgings (round, flat or narrow
top) to give professional architects and designers the
choice they need and want for all types of installations,
competitive pricing and immediate product availability 12
months a year. All of this is available from one dependable
source! We can serve you through our network of fine
Landscape & Nursery Distributors or promptly ship anywhere in just a few days (freight allowance given in
areas not serviced by a distributor).

NON-BENDINC STEEL ANCHORINC STAKES
Our newest stake 9" deep by 1" wide angle
steel was researched and well tested to
eliminate all bending problems which are
common during installations in heavy clay
or rocky soil conditions.
Our other four top quality polyethylene and
vinyl edgings are: BLACK EDC-KNICHT,
BLACK JACK, SUPER-EDCAND EDC-OUEEN.
FREESAMPLES,SPECIFICATIONS,
PRICINCAND LITERATUREARE
ALWAYS AVAILABLEI WRITE US OR
CALL COLLECT512 855-5053
(outside Illinois)
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IF YOU NEED AN EDGING MATERIAL THAT WE CANNOT

54 East st. Charles Road • Villa Park, IL 60181
Phone: 312-833-3033 • (outside Illinois)
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